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About This Game

Hero Battle is a PK and team fighting game,VR game.

The plot of Hero Battle takes place in the near future, where a nuclear war breaks out that nearly destroys the world. Only a few
human beings have survived and have formed 4 camps fighting indefinitely for resources, faiths and survival: Warriors who

revere physical strength, Mechanized Troops that are defined by the high-tech, Mercenaries under the World Government, and
the Mutant Troops.

Features
No level or dungeon system. No requirements for level-ups or monster killing. Engage in fighting whenever you enter the game!

Gameplay
Hero Battle is a PVP game that players can enter any room of 1V1 all up to 8V8 at any time.

Graphics
Hero Battle is designed with a realistic style, featuring high-precision models and high-definition maps and textures that present

a fantastic while lifelike effect.

Special Effects
The special effects of Hero Battle are a combination of sounds, lighting and shades that seek a balance between the visual

excellence and a realistic presentation.
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Motions
The motion design of Hero Battles is based on real-life figures and perfectly demonstrates the speed, strength and explosiveness

of the protagonists: the players can feel the explosiveness when speeding up, and a delayed effect when being attacked or
floating in the air.

Control
Players control their protagonists with both the keyboard and the mouse. Players can shift their visions by moving the mouse,

and move the protagonist and cast spells by using the keyboard.
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Title: Hero Battle
Genre: Action, Massively Multiplayer
Developer:
Wang Liwen
Publisher:
Wang Liwen
Release Date: 28 Apr, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/7/8/10

Processor: 1GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 8800 or Radeon® HD4800 series, 512 MB of memory

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: Any

English,Simplified Chinese
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There is no story, no goals... just get to the next level... it gets boring after a while.. This is my first review and I have played
quite a few games on the Vive. I really like this game! I am not very far in but the gun mechanics and tank movement is very
smooth. I can tell it will be a game I keep coming back to play. It feels like this game was made for the Vive! :). Clash of Clans
on PC XD. You think a piece of shit feels popular because it's surrounded by flies?. Audience ❤
☐ Beginner
☐ Casual Gamer
☑ Normal Gamer
☐ Expert

�� Suitable For ��
☐ Kids
☐ Teens
☐ Adults
☐ Human
☑ Alien

�� PC Requirements ��
☑ Potato
☐ Decent
☐ Rich boiii....

☼ Graphics ☼
☑ Bad
☐ Decent
☐ Alright
☐ Good
☐ Beautiful
☐ Fantastic

♬ Music/Audio ♬
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☐ Earrape
☐ Bad
☑ Not too bad
☐ Alright
☐ Good
☐ Fantastic
☐ Eargasm

☠ Difficulties ☠
☐ Easy
☑ Average
☐ Easy to learn / Hard to master
☐ Insane
☐ Unfair
☐ Difficulty?

§ Bugs §
☐ The game itself is a big terrarium for bugs
☐ Bugs destroy the game
☑ Lots of bugs
☐ Few Bugs
☐ Nothing encountered

☯ Story ☯
☑ There is none
☐ Bad
☐ Alright
☐ Good
☐ Fantastic

⚔ Gameplay ⚔
☐ Just don‘t
☐ Frustrating
☐ Sleepy
☑ Boring
☐ Fun
☐ Challenging

۞ Game time / Length ۞
☑ Really short (0 - 3 hours)
☐ Short (4 - 8 hours)
☐ Few hours (10 - 20 hours) [if you focus on the main story]
☐ Long (40-60 hours) [if you complete everything]
☐ Very Long (61-100 hours)
☐ Extremely Long (101+ hours)

$ Price / Quality $
☐ It’s free!
☐ Worth the price
☐ Wait for Sale
☐ If u have some spare money left
☑ You could also just burn your money
☑ Don't buy
☑ Refund it if you can. So good, I really liked the game! I've still got loads of endings to play through, definitely a good buy. I
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enjoyed how the game was split up into two parts (adolescence and adulthood) that was a good touch.

I only wish there were more male partner options; there are only 3. However each one has 4 possible endings, so I suppose it
almost makes up for it :). First person pac-man puzzle game
Really cool Dark Souls style world design
Metroidvania sytle upgrades
The puzzles are nothing special but are fun enough to keep you going
Story is okay

A slow game that's not for everyone, but I like it and you might too. Click the LMB until you reach the "congratulations - you
win!!" screen.. not exactly an absorbing experience.. This game is like a ancient version of Sims City. Although it is old I believe
it still stands up to being a great game!. PopCap and Square Enix made a game. It's a JRPG where the battles are decided with
monters (which you collect, like Pokémon) that play Bejeweled Twist. Also, kickass soundtrack.
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Nice job! This is the best VR shooter I've tried before!
So intense and the graphics is amazing.
3rd level was too hard, but maybe it's just me.
Worth a price.
Definitely keeping it and looking forward for the next update. \u044f \u043d\u0435\u043d\u0430\u0432\u0438\u0436\u0443
\u0441\u0432\u043e\u044e \u0436\u0438\u0437\u043d\u044c.. It's a useful rune, but just consider, are you willing to spend a
euro to do a bit of extra damage in a game? seems like a waste of money to me. ENG:

Good a game!? YES!

Unique a game? YES!

F2P moba game? Hope so not never, so NO! No f2p games to me so, yes then to me!

Cheap? Yes, even game worth more & was already too cheap to me so, YES!

Offline singelplayer moba with bots!? YES!

Better that Paragon!? YES!

Better that Overwatch!? YES!

Better that Paladins!? YES!

Better that Smite!? YES!

FUN!? Absolute! So, YES!

IGN 10\/10!

Best third person view no fp2 -moba game what i was ever played!

FIN:

Hyv\u00e4 peli!? KYLL\u00c4!

Uniikki peli!? KYLL\u00c4!

F2P moba peli? Toivottavastai ei ikin\u00e4 tai muitakaan f2p pelej\u00e4 joten, kyll\u00e4 minulle!

Halpa? Kyll\u00e4! Peli on kyll\u00e4 arvokaampikin mut, kuitenkin liiankin halpa juuri itselleni, joten kyll\u00e4!

Offline yksinpelattava moodi botteja vastaan? KYLL\u00c4!

Parempi kuin Paragon!? KYLL\u00c4!

Parempi kuin Paladins!? KYLL\u00c4!

Parempi kuin Overwatch? KYLL\u00c4!

Parempi kuin Smite? KYLL\u00c4!
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Hauska!? Ehdottomasti! Joten, KYLL\u00c4!

IGN 10\/10!

Paras ikin\u00e4 pelaamani kolmannen persoonan kulmasta pelattava ei f2p -moba peli!. This game feels like nothing more than
rapid-fire clicking to grow predetermined plants. There seems to be little agency invovled for the player.. very nice and funny
game. Although I loved the original King Arthur series, I kinda skipped this game based on the feedback I read about how slow
the game ran even if your system meets or exceeds the recommended specs.
Fast forward to today, I got this on sale at BundleStars.
And I witnessed first hand how choppy the game was!
My system is capable of running Rome2 with all the sliders maxed out. And yes, it cal also play Crysis. :)
But it was very laggy on this game.

But despite that, I still like the game. The graphics are gorgeous. The gameplay...same as the original King Arthur.

Unfortunately, I'll probably shelf this game until I can upgrade to a more powerful system.

I recommend this game if you liked the first King Arthur series, and if you have a system powerful enough...maybe the top tier
h/w for 2015?. Lack of agency and no presence make this a pretty big miss for me. Not in step with where VR design has
progressed to, and a bit nausea inducing as a result. Love the initial world building though - would love to see a version with
movement rather than being a fairly polished wave-clearing experience.. pains me to give a negative review on an idea
factory\/compile heart game however at this moment the dlc is not working and hopefully they fix it soon. until then i dont
recommend buying the dlc until they have released a fix

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*UPDATE*

the dlc now works for me and i 100% recommend buying this dlc!!!. It is one hell of a lot of fun; it involves a bit of teamwork,
navigating the ships so as to allow the crew to fire upon the enemy, but there is a gleefull sense of insanity to the proceedings :)
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